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Ek chumma song

The Housefull 4 maker recently released a song titled Ek Chumma. The song's video featured three male stars – Akshay Kumar, Riteish Deshmukh and Bobby Deol asking for a kiss from their female love - Sanon Crystal, Kharbanda Criti and Pooja Hegde. Once the video hits YouTube, many people consider it misogynistic and calls it just another Bollywood song promoting casual sexism. Now, actress Kriti Sanon speaks her mind on similar criticism. Also Read – Housefull 4 Song Shaitan Ka Saala Out: Akshay
Kumar Dancing Like Scorpion Will Turn You Without Speech In her latest interview with Midday, the actress opens up why Ek Chumma isn't sexist and she'll be outspoken against the video has she felt that it's offensive to women in any way. Critical takes instances of other popular films released recently to justify its point. He said Ek Chumma was not regressive because the man wasn't just teasing any random women but their partners. He is quoted asking, How is it regressive? The boys say (that line) to their
partner, not to strangers. If Ek Chumma disrespects women, I'll talk. Also Read - Housefull 4 Songs Ek Chumma Out: Akshay Kumar And Gang of Allurs to Cringe-Worthy Lyrics Critical spoke of Taarefan's song from Veere Di Wedding featuring Sonam Kapoor, Kareena Kapoor Khan, Swara Bhasker and Shikha Talsania in the plumbum. Sung by Baadshah, the song shows male models contradicting around women and Criticalness protesting the same thing. He said, In Tareefan (Veere Di Wedding), why not
show that male models are being treated mainstream treat female models? In Coca Cola (a song from Luka Chuppi), I was asked why the girl was placed (via lyrics). But my character also says the same line to the guy. How is it okay for a man to be teased, but there's a lot of talk when a girl is being joined? Also Read - Housefull 4 Trailer: Akshay Kumar's Epic Comedy, Cameo Nawazuddin Siddiqui Brought the Actor's Laughter Riots again adding that he and the rest of the people linked to Housefull 4 don't want
to hurt anyone. He said their film was for pure entertainment and did not break anything. Do you buy a Critical explanation? Also featuring Johny lever, Chunky Panday, Ranjit, Jamie Lever, Nawazuddin Siddiqui and Rana Daggubati among others, Housefull 4 is hitting the theatre as a huge Diwali relief on October 26. The film was directed by Farhad Samji and produced by Sajid Nadiadwala. Sorry! Something wrong Is your network connection unstable or outdated browser? Watch the song 'Ek Chumma' from
the Hindi film 'Housefull 4' starring Akshay Kumar and Riteish Deshmukh. 'Ek Chumma' sung by Sohail Sen, Faridi, Jyotica Tangri and the music of this song were given by Sohail Sen. The lyrics to the song 'Housefull 4' 'Ek Chumma' were written by Sameer Anjaan. To find out more about Akshay Kumar's 'Ek Chumma' and Riteish Deshmukh's star 'Housefull 4' watch the video. Reading Reading Less {title:Ek
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